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Наманган, Узбекистан

Namangan city, the administrative center of Namangan Province for the last century has been reconstructed thrice. According to the

principles of the progressive city planning the reconstruction took place in:

1912 – when due to the industrial development the railroad joined Namangan with Kokand;

1940 – when due to the irrigation system development the North Fergana Channel crossed Namangan from the northeast to the

southwest;

Independence period – after 1991 when tourism started being developed intensively. At this age many streets were widened and

beautified. The architectural monuments were restored and new comfortable hotels were built.

One of the new built hotels is Turkiston Hotel. It has a convenient location near the local market, opposite to the «Dostlik» tennis court

and 4 km (2, 5 miles) far from the Namangan International Airport. In February of 2012 the Hotel celebrated its 3rd anniversary. Today the

Hotel consists of 30 rooms and admits 50 guests. The rooms have different planning and are decorated with a combination of yellow

and salad colours. Beautiful and elegant furniture of pleasant colours will cause positive feelings and raise your mood. Up to date

«Turkiston» is an expand complex that includes:

- Spacious car parking;

- Sauna of SUPER-LUX and LUX-EXCLUSIVE categories with a special design of the swimming pools;

- Two roomy banquet halls – you will be offered a wide range of food services, and organisation of the important events like weddings,

birthday parties, anniversaries;

- Two-storied building of the Hotel Turkiston itself.

Turkiston Hotel is a good choice for the tourists who came to Namangan for rest or on business trip or for sportsmen.

Offered services are certified and licensed.

See you in Namangan at Turkiston Hotel!

  

 Цена: 30 $  Тип объявления:

Услуги, предлагаю

 Торг: уместен

Юсупов Рахматулло 99869 621-55-00 Проспект Дустлик 32Б
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